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Safety, functionality and design are at the core of our innovations at CYBEX. But there’s more: to get ready for baby, an infant car seat and stroller are essentials from day one and go wherever you go during the first years of your child’s life. With this in mind, we developed the CYBEX Gold Modular System: an efficient product package, which works together to offer parents maximised flexibility. Infant car seats help you stay mobile by car. Don’t wake a sleeping baby: simply click your infant car seat onto the Balios S or any of our CYBEX S-Line strollers and buggies. What’s more, the Aton M shares the Base M with the Sirona M2 car seat. Once your baby outgrows the infant car seat, it’s an efficient transition: the seat changes, the Base M stays. The Sirona M2 clicks into the base and your child travels safely rearward-facing up to 105 cm (approx. 4 years). The same smooth transition applies to our CYBEX Gold travel systems: simply exchange the infant’s carry cot with the seat unit as your baby gets older.
WHY CYBEX MODULAR SYSTEM?

/ ONE BASE FOR TWO CAR SEATS

/ ONE SOLUTION FROM BIRTH UP TO 4 YEARS (105 CM)

/ EASY HANDLING

/ ONE-CLICK INSTALLATION

/ INSTALLATION INDICATORS TO PREVENT MISUSE

/ TRAVEL SYSTEM FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT

/ AVAILABLE AS COMPLETE i-SIZE SYSTEM
The Base M is compatible with the Aton M and Sirona M2. Due to the individually adjustable ISOFIX connectors as well as the height-adjustable load leg, the car seat gains extra stability and safety on the Base M. The one-click installation offers a safe and simple installation that requires no further fastening. Installation indicators also help to prevent potential misuse.
CELEBRATE YOUR INDIVIDUALITY

S-LINE
CYBEX constantly looks at what challenges modern families face on a daily basis, what demands a stroller must meet, and how these needs can be met with style. CYBEX builds on the understanding it gains to constantly advance the design and functionality of its strollers. Inspired by the latest fashion and design trends, CYBEX reinterprets them into forward-thinking mobility concepts. The basis of all CYBEX developments is its D.S.F. innovation principle. This stands for the perfect combination of unique design, unsurpassed safety and quality and intelligent functionality. This is what drives CYBEX to create strollers with innovative features and looks for a style-conscious, active lifestyle.
Throughout baby’s first months, a carry cot is the perfect bed on the go. The canopy with extra sun visor offers sun and wind protection with UPF50+ for your little one. The carry handle of the Cot S is placed along the sun canopy for easy carrying and attaching to a stroller base. Equipped with a memory foam mattress that supports the correct lying position of the little one, our biggest CYBEX Gold Cot is not only super-spacious but also offers a comfortable, sheltered place for your infant. The Cot S clicks onto the Balios S and, together with one of the renowned CYBEX and gb infant car seats, it’s easy to create a 3-in-1 travel system to take your baby from the car to the city in stylish comfort.
FUNCTIONS

WHY COT S?

XXL SUN CANOPY WITH ADDITIONAL VISOR
The sun canopy (UPF50+) with additional visor protects from sun and wind

INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLE
Easy to carry

MEMORY FOAM MATTRESS
Comfortable sleep thanks to the foam mattress

(inner dimensions: L 77 x W 32 x H 21 cm)

COT S ON BALIOS S FRAME
Convenience for you, comfort for your baby. Add a renowned CYBEX or gb infant car seat and the spacious Cot S Carry Cot to the Balios S to create your 3-in-1 travel system that takes you through the city streets and across the country. Smooth rides are guaranteed wherever your walk takes you: the suspension on the big All-Terrain Wheels ensures a smooth and agile ride on cobblestones, pavement or out in the country. Functions like the reversible seat unit, memory buttons or the one-hand folding mechanism and the full lie-flat position of the backrest make the Balios S your perfect companion.
The Balios S frame can be used as a 3-in-1 travel system. Simply attach the matching Cot S, the matching seat unit, or one of the renowned CYBEX and gb infant car seats.

ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM

When the Balios S is not in use, it can be easily folded up with the one-hand folding mechanism for self-standing storage, even with the parent-facing seat unit.

BIG ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS WITH SMOOTH SUSPENSION

Ensure a smooth ride for parent and child. From bumpy cobbles to off-road walks, enjoy smooth mobility wherever you are.
One-hand reclining mechanism

Reversing the seat unit is quick and easy thanks to memory buttons.

Three backrest positions including a full lie-flat position make the Balios S suitable from birth.

Reversible seat unit: choose a parent-facing or forward-facing stroller set-up.

Three backrest positions including a full lie-flat position make the Balios S suitable from birth.

Case S (p. 13)

Cot S (p. 13)

Accessories (p. 41)

Telescopic adjustable handlebar

Four positions offer comfortable steering for parents of any height.

Offers shade and protects from wind with UPF50+ sun protection and extendable visor.

XXL sun canopy

Offers shade and protects from wind with UPF50+ sun protection and extendable visor.
Designed for babies and toddlers to approx. 4 years, the Eezy family is particularly light, compact and agile, while offering a variety of possible combinations. The S-Line buggies reflect the ingenious simplicity, modern design and multifunctional approach behind CYBEX strollers. S-Line buggies have the right concept for every occasion and challenge of city life today for an active, adventurous lifestyle.
Cosmopolitan parents have never had a better travel companion for their children. The Eezy S Twist is designed with a wide range of smart features, which can all be operated with just one hand. No need to let go of your little one's hand: rotate the seat unit in seconds, so your little one faces you or looks out into the world. Naptime? Stepless adjustment of the backrest into the desired position, including a full lie-flat position, ensures comfort for your child from day one. In a busy café or ready to board a plane? The one-hand folding mechanism turns the Eezy S Twist into a compact, self-standing package. So small it can be used as carry-on luggage on planes*, meaning you can take your baby right up to the plane in the Eezy S Twist.

*Luggage allowances vary depending on airlines.

EEZY S TWIST

From birth – 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

COCOON S AVAILABLE

ALUMINIUM FRAME

IDEAL FOR TRAVEL

LAVASTONE BLACK
518001239

DENIM BLUE
518001243

MANHATTAN GREY
518001245

FANCY PINK
519001207

TROPICAL BLUE
519001205

reddot award 2018 winner
Why

EEZY S TWIST?

Unique One-Hand Rotatable Seat Unit

Offers the choice of a parent-facing or forward-facing stroller set-up. This smart function allows quick and simple rotation of the seat unit with one hand.
MULTIPLE RECLINE FUNCTION
INCLUDING FULL LIE-FLAT POSITION

Makes the Eezy S Twist suitable from birth. Multiple backrest positions until full lie-flat ensure your child is always comfortable.

COMPACTNESS AT ITS BEST

The smallest folded package (58×45×27 cm) can fit anywhere, in compact car trunks, under train seats or in cafés.
This smart city stroller is equipped with a convenient one-hand fold. This leaves your other hand free to hold your child while folding up the Eezy S Twist.

Ensures a smooth ride for parent and child. From bumpy cobbles to uneven pavements – your mobility and baby’s sleep are uninterrupted.
FUNCTIONS

3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Comfortable travel from birth with the seat unit, the Cocoon S on top of the reclined seat and the renowned CYBEX & gb infant car seats.

SMALL FOOTPRINT

The footprint of only 45 cm makes this buggy perfect for public transport and narrow streets.

SUN CANOPY

Offers shade and protects from wind with UPF50+ sun protection and extendable visor.

Cocoon S

Car Seat

Stroller

ACCEESSORIES

(p. 41)
The Eezy S+ is the extended, flexible version of the renowned CYBEX Eezy S. Based on the ultra-lightweight compact wonder Eezy S, it’s light and manoeuvrable, yet extremely robust and resistant. Weighing just 7.0 kg, it’s easy to carry and thanks to its unique folding mechanism, it folds up into a compact package of just 57×45×27 cm for easy transport. As a 3-in-1 travel system, the Eezy S+ offers a wide range of possible combinations: either for comfortable travel from birth with its seat unit or with one of the award-winning CYBEX and gb infant car seats.

**ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS**

**ALUMINIUM FRAME**

**IDEAL FOR TRAVEL**

**LAVASTONE BLACK**

518002809

**DENIM BLUE**

518002813

**MANHATTAN GREY**

518002815

**FANCY PINK**

519001191

**TROPICAL BLUE**

519001189

* Cabin luggage allowances may vary depending on airlines. *
EEZY S+

WHY EEZY S+?

MULTIPLE RECLINE FUNCTION

Stepless adjustment of the backrest ensures your child is always comfortable, from sitting up to reclining for a nap.

BIG WHEELS WITH ALL-WHEEL SUSPENSION

Ensures a smooth ride for parent and child. From bumpy cobbles to uneven pavements – your mobility and baby’s sleep are uninterrupted.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Allows for easy manoeuvring when you’re on the go. With a weight of only 7.0 kg and its compact fold, it is easy to lift and carry.

XXL SUN CANOPY

The sun canopy (UPF50+) with additional visor protects from sun and wind.
This smart city stroller is equipped with a convenient one-hand fold. This leaves your other hand free to hold your child while folding up the Eezy S+.

3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

Comfortable travel from birth with the seat unit, the Cocoon S on top of the reclined seat and the renowned CYBEX & gb infant car seats.
The Eezy S is an ultra-compact and lightweight city buggy for children from 6 months to approx. 4 years, geared toward parents with an active, on-the-go lifestyle. Its lightweight, mobile design makes the buggy easy to navigate through everyday urban life or on vacation. Weighing only 6.1 kg, it’s easy to carry, and with its unique folding mechanism just as easy to transport. Stowed upright or flat – at home or around town – when folded up, the Eezy S measures just 53.5 x 45 x 27 cm and fits between, under, in and beside almost everything. As a 2-in-1 travel system, the Eezy S can also be used from birth with one of the CYBEX and gb infant car seats.
The one-hand folding mechanism leaves your other hand free to hold your child while you fold up the Eezy S into a compact, self-standing package (L 53.5 x W 45 x H 27 cm).
From bumpy cobbles to uneven pavements – your mobility and baby’s sleep are uninterrupted.

Stepless adjustment of the backrest ensures your child is always comfortable, from sitting up to reclining for a nap.

Comfortable travel with one frame: use the integrated soft seat (from 6 months), and your CYBEX & gb infant car seats (from birth).

The sun canopy (UPF50+) with additional visor protects from sun and wind.

ACCESSORIES
(p. 41)
Knowing that your baby is safe and comfortable is key to being a worry-free parent. The CYBEX Cocoon S is the perfect companion, ensuring that your baby is comfortable and protected. Its integrated 2-in-1 climate function ensures cosy warmth in winter and pleasant temperatures in the summer. With its padded head and neck area, the Cocoon S is also ideal for naptime. Zips on both sides make it easy for you to get your baby in and out. With its simple S-Line design, the Cocoon S harmonises perfectly with the Eezy S Twist, Eezy S+ and the Balios S.

COCOON S

From birth – 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

LAVASTONE BLACK

MANHATTAN GREY
## STROLLERS & BUGGIES

### OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>BALIOS S</th>
<th>EEZY S TWIST</th>
<th>EEZY S+</th>
<th>EEZY S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPROVED FOR USE AS A STROLLER, FROM</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>6 MONTHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVED FOR USE AS A STROLLER, UP TO (IN KG)</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPATIBLE WITH CYBEX OR GB INFANT CAR SEATS</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPATIBLE WITH COT S</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPATIBLE WITH COCOON S</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH INFANT CAR SEAT APPROVED FOR USE FROM</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
<td>BIRTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE-STANDING WHEN FOLDED UP</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL-WHEEL SUSPENSION</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMORY BUTTONS</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKREST POSITIONS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>MULTIPLE</td>
<td>MULTIPLE</td>
<td>MULTIPLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIE-FLAT POSITION</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEEL TYPE</td>
<td>ALL-TERRAIN</td>
<td>CITY LIGHT</td>
<td>ALL-TERRAIN</td>
<td>CITY LIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEEL SIZE IN MM (FRONT/BACK)</td>
<td>180/280</td>
<td>135/135</td>
<td>170/210</td>
<td>135/135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOLD DIMENSIONS WITH WHEELS IN MM (L X W X H)</td>
<td>650 × 490 × 310</td>
<td>580 × 450 × 270</td>
<td>570 × 450 × 270</td>
<td>535 × 450 × 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFOLDED DIMENSIONS IN MM (L X W X H)</td>
<td>790–926 × 600–990</td>
<td>850 × 450</td>
<td>805 × 450</td>
<td>850 × 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT (FRAME, SEAT UNIT, WHEELS) IN KG</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVERVIEW
ACCESSORIES

FOOTMUFF FOR BUGGIES AND STROLLERS
Features a cosy fleece lining for protection against wind and weather.

BLACK
517000780

RED
517000782

BLUE
517000784
For a ride when walking gets tiresome, the CYBEX kid board is perfect for older siblings.

Whether wind, snow or cold weather – the gloves will keep your hands warm.

Practical cup holder compatible with all CYBEX S-Line buggies and strollers.

The CYBEX snack tray is the practical, easy-to-clean solution for snacks on the go.

Simply attach the bumper bar on your EEZY S, EEZY S+ or EEZY S TWIST frame.

Connects CYBEX and selected gb infant car seats to our buggies and strollers.

Simply put your folded buggy in your travel bag and your journey can begin.

Helps you to organise your and your little one’s belongings.

Installed with one click, individually adjustable and featuring UPF50+ sun protection.
Love, respect, strength, trust, passion and imagination are what make everyday life worth living. They foster our sense of security and confidence. We pass these values on to our children so they can become active and self-reliant members of society.

These values are also at the heart of CYBEX. They inspire us and drive us every day to develop the very best products for young families. The new CYBEX Gold Fashion Collection mirrors life’s most important values and transforms them into a modern fashion statement. The result is an extensive collection that is bold and chic, with a personal touch.

The new CYBEX Gold Fashion Collection is as vibrant and individual as our children – inspired by the latest design trends, made with loving care and available in the cult colours of blue, red, green and black.
RESPECT
VALUES FOR LIFE

BALIOS S 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

COT S
519000439

BALIOS S
519000409

ATON M
519001385 (i-SIZE)

EEZY S FAMILY

EEZY S TWIST
519000523

EEZY S+
519000493

EEZY S
519000483

ADD-ONS

BEYLA.TWIST
519000560

COCOON S
519000584

FOOTMUFF
519000578
VALUES FOR LIFE

BALIOS S 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

COT S
519000441

BALIOS S
519000411

ATON M
519001387 (i-SIZE)

EEZY S FAMILY

EEZY S TWIST
519000525

EEZY S+
519000495

EEZY S
519000465

ADD-ONS

BEYLA.TWIST
519000562

COCOON S
519000586

FOOTMUFF
519000580
VALUES FOR LIFE

BALIOS S 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

- **COT S**
  - 519000437

- **BALIOS S**
  - 519000407

- **ATON M**
  - 519001383 (i-SIZE)

EEZY S FAMILY

- **EEZY S TWIST**
  - 519000521

- **EEZY S+**
  - 519000491

- **EEZY S**
  - 519000461

ADD-ONS

- **BEYLA.TWIST**
  - 519000558

- **COCOON S**
  - 519000582

- **FOOTMUFF**
  - 519000576
STRENGTH
VALUES FOR LIFE

BALIOS S 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

COT S 519000609
BALIOS S 519000599
ATON M 519001389 (i-SIZE)

EEZY S FAMILY

EEZY S TWIST 519000637
EEZY S+ 519000627
EEZY S 519000617

ADD-ONS

BEYLA.TWIST 519000650
COCOON S 519000658
FOOTMUFF 519000656
Colour is the spice of life. The great variety of fabrics, patterns, colours and cuts are what give fashion its vitality and individual character. Denim plays a central role in this. This particularly robust and rugged cotton fabric can be adapted to the challenges of everyday life through a variety of treatments. It has long since evolved from pure workwear to a fashionable evergreen. Denim can be tailored to meet the latest style trends, making it a perfect base material for stylish fashion creations. The new CYBEX Denim Collection is casual, urban and cool. Its particularly noble finish combines with luxurious leather appliqués to guarantee modern families an elegant, style-conscious appearance. The material’s outstanding endurance ensures long-lasting stability.
DENIM COLLECTION

COT S DENIM

MANHATTAN GREY 519001495*
LAVASTONE BLACK 519001503*
DENIM BLUE 519002533*

BALIOS S DENIM

MANHATTAN GREY 519001475
LAVASTONE BLACK 519001485
DENIM BLUE 519002523

* Cot S does not include frame
**EEZY S TWIST DENIM**

- **MANHATTAN GREY**
  - 519001531
- **LAVASTONE BLACK**
  - 519001543
- **DENIM BLUE**
  - 519002559

**EEZY S+ DENIM**

- **MANHATTAN GREY**
  - 519001765
- **LAVASTONE BLACK**
  - 519001773
- **DENIM BLUE**
  - 519002551

**EEZY S DENIM**

- **MANHATTAN GREY**
  - 519001511
- **LAVASTONE BLACK**
  - 519001521
- **DENIM BLUE**
  - 519002541
The CYBEX for Scuderia Ferrari collection of car seats, strollers and baby carriers features unmistakable Ferrari accents. The Gold line boasts a modern, casual design, showcasing mesh material for a sporty look in a colour palette of racing red and victory black. The CYBEX for Scuderia Ferrari collection is a testament to the Ferrari legacy: capturing its rich heritage of excellence, uniqueness, and high performance. From the race track to city streets, the CYBEX for Scuderia Ferrari collection is driven by a genuinely unparalleled passion for excellence – leading the way for the modern parent.

BALIOS S 3-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COT S</td>
<td>RACING RED</td>
<td>519000281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALIOS S</td>
<td>RACING RED</td>
<td>519000263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATON M</td>
<td>RACING RED</td>
<td>519000189 (i-SIZE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COT S</td>
<td>VICTORY BLACK</td>
<td>519000273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALIOS S</td>
<td>VICTORY BLACK</td>
<td>519000253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATON M</td>
<td>VICTORY BLACK</td>
<td>519000185 (i-SIZE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BABY CARRIERS
A CLOSE BOND
Love is the art of intimacy, a feeling that requires trust and a sense of security. To love and know someone closely, to go through life together heart to heart, and to feel how this bond creates trust – this gives us energy and bolsters our self-confidence. Babies in particular need to be close to their parents. They need warmth and security, a sense of familiarity in a world that is still new to them. It’s no coincidence that intimacy and security go hand in hand. CYBEX Baby Carriers let you integrate physical contact with your baby into an active everyday life – elegant, stylish and full of confidence.
CARRYING COMPETENCE

CARRY YOUR BABY …

Babies love to be carried. A baby carrier offers the baby close physical contact with mum or dad and satisfies their basic need for security and closeness while promoting self-assuredness and independence. Correct carrying in a baby carrier promotes the optimal posture and supports the healthy physical development of the baby.

… AND PROMOTE HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT OF THE BACK AND HIP JOINTS!

After nine months in the mum’s womb, babies are born with a lightly curved spine. After birth, the spine straightens: a slow and cautious process, which takes over a year. Right after birth, babies take up the spread-squat position, which promotes the continued healthy development of the hip joints. Carrying your baby in a carrier promotes maturing of the hip joints in a natural way.

CARRYING POSITIONS FOR EVERY AGE AND TASTE

BACK CARRYING  FRONT CARRYING  SIDE CARRYING
TRAGESCHULE HAMBURG

Since early 2017, CYBEX has been working together with the Trageschule Hamburg, a well-known carrying consultancy, which advises us, tests our products and trains our employees.

“We were excited about the CYBEX baby carriers right from the start, because babies can be carried in them for a long time in a very good carrying position – which is very comfortable for the parent – from day one.”

Quote from Trageschule Hamburg

INTERNATIONAL HIP DYSPLASIA INSTITUTE

The IHDI recommends babywearing for healthy hip development as long as the correct carrying position (spread-squat position) is guaranteed. As all CYBEX baby carriers allow for healthy carrying positions, they were certified as ‘hip healthy’ by the IHDI.

FURTHER BENEFITS OF BABYWEARING

SENSES/EARLY DEVELOPMENT

Carrying stimulates all physiological senses, such as perception of the body through balance, gravity, physical boundaries, internal organs, positions of the joints and movement. Also the very important perception of the environment through the senses, such as hearing, tasting, smelling, touching and seeing, are being developed.

BONDING/PSYCHOLOGY

Last but not least – carrying strengthens the important parent-child bonding and continuously satisfies the emotional needs of the baby through closeness, warmth and a feeling of security. This leads to babies who cry less and sleep better. At the same time, the baby carrier offers parents more flexibility, mobility and free hands for everyday tasks while being close to their precious baby.
MAIRA.TIE

From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)

Safety and comfort for parents and child: Simple and intuitive handling make the MAIRA.tie baby carrier by CYBEX particularly comfortable for adults of all shapes and sizes. The adjustable TIE mechanism is perfect for sharing the carrier between different caregivers. The steplessly adjustable back panel supports your child’s natural spread-squat position (up to approx. 2 years) and so promotes healthy development of their hip joints – regardless of height and weight. The integrated, multi-functional head and neck support provides stability to your baby’s head and neck. Meanwhile, the diagonally elastic fabric of the MAIRA.tie supports your baby’s natural posture.
MAIRA.TIE

FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HEADREST AS EXTENDABLE PANEL (HIDDEN)
Adjustable for children of every size, head & neck support, as extendable panel

100% COTTON (EXTERIOR & LINING)
Cotton supports back support, cosiness

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Improved load distribution due to optional sternum strap

WIDTH AND HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PANEL
Adjustable to baby’s size

CURVED AND Padded Waist Belt
Comfort and carrying convenience

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
Ergonomic seating in spread-squat position. Healthy hip development

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism

HALF BUCKLE / TIE MECHANISM
Snug fitting, comfortable carrying, load distribution for parents of all sizes

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HEADREST AS EXTENDABLE PANEL (HIDDEN)
Adjustable for children of every size, head & neck support, as extendable panel

100% COTTON (EXTERIOR & LINING)
Cotton supports back support, cosiness

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Improved load distribution due to optional sternum strap

WIDTH AND HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PANEL
Adjustable to baby’s size

CURVED AND Padded Waist Belt
Comfort and carrying convenience

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
Ergonomic seating in spread-squat position. Healthy hip development

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism

HALF BUCKLE / TIE MECHANISM
Snug fitting, comfortable carrying, load distribution for parents of all sizes
CARRYING
FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

Thanks to individual adjustment with the tie mechanism, ergonomic seating for every size of baby is ensured.

NEWBORN

TODDLER

FRONT CARRYING

HIP CARRYING

BACK CARRYING
The MAIRA.click is an especially flexible and comfortable baby carrier in the CYBEX Gold Line. Thanks to its diagonally elastic cotton fabric, the carrier adapts perfectly to your baby without any pressure on baby’s back to ensure the ideal carrying position. The easy-to-use buckle system ensures stepless adjustment. The ergonomic seat can be adjusted in length and width to the size of your baby or toddler (birth up to approx. 2 years), carrying them in a way that is both healthy and comfortable. The integrated, multi-functional head and neck support provides stability to your baby’s head and neck. The MAIRA.click allows your baby to take a natural spread-squat position, supporting healthy development of their hip joints.
MAIRA.CLICK
FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HEADREST AS EXTENDABLE PANEL (HIDDEN)
Adjustable for children of every size, head & neck support, as extendable panel

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Freedom of choice

2 POSSIBLE ATTACHMENTS OF SHOULDER STRAPS
Snug fitting, comfortable carrying, load distribution

CURVED AND PADDED WAIST BELT
Comfort and carrying convenience

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism

WIDTH AND HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PANEL
Adjustable to baby’s size

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
Ergonomic seating in spread-squat position. Healthy hip development

FULL BUCKLE/CLICK MECHANISM
Easy and fast handling

100% COTTON (EXTERIOR & LINING)
Cotton supports back support, cosiness
CARRYING POSITIONS

CARRYING
FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER
ERGONOMIC SEATING FOR EVERY BABY SIZE IS PROVIDED.

NEWBORN

TODDLER

FRONT CARRYING

HIP CARRYING

BACK CARRYING
WHY MAIRA.TIE & MAIRA.CLICK?

CARRYING FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

MAIRA.TIE

Thanks to individual adjustment with the tie, ergonomic seating for every size of baby is ensured.

MAIRA.CLICK

Ergonomic seating thanks to attachment of shoulder belts on waist belt or panel.

INSTALLATION VIDEO ON OUR WEBSITE
HEALTHY CARRYING

Support of natural spread-squat position.

INDIVIDUAL HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT

Individually adjustable to baby’s size and needs.

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM

For increased carrying safety.

ERGONOMIC SEATING

With width and height-adjustable panel.

PARALLEL WEARING

With sternum strap for comfortable wearing.

CROSSED WEARING

For carrying convenience and weight distribution.
The BEYLA.twist full-buckle baby carrier from the CYBEX Gold line is highly versatile. Its four ergonomic and comfortable carrying positions promote your baby’s optimal posture, regardless of carrying direction. Thanks to its practical buckle system, the carrier can be pre-adjusted as needed and is ready to wear in just a few seconds. The ergonomic seating ring can be steplessly adjusted to the size of your baby to support their natural spread-squat position, which is important for healthy development of the hip joints. Together with its multi-functional head and neck support, the BEYLA.twist baby carrier supports your baby’s natural posture from birth to approx. 2 years.

### BEYLA.TWIST

*From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg)*

The BEYLA.twist full-buckle baby carrier from the CYBEX Gold line is highly versatile. Its four ergonomic and comfortable carrying positions promote your baby’s optimal posture, regardless of carrying direction. Thanks to its practical buckle system, the carrier can be pre-adjusted as needed and is ready to wear in just a few seconds. The ergonomic seating ring can be steplessly adjusted to the size of your baby to support their natural spread-squat position, which is important for healthy development of the hip joints. Together with its multi-functional head and neck support, the BEYLA.twist baby carrier supports your baby’s natural posture from birth to approx. 2 years.

**LAVASTONE BLACK**

518000088

**MANHATTAN GREY**

518000090

**DENIM BLUE**

518000092
BEYLA.TWIST
FUNCTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HEADREST AS EXTENDABLE PANEL (HIDDEN)
Adjustable for children of every size, head & neck support, as extendable panel

SUPPORT OF NATURAL SPREAD-SQUAT POSITION
Ergonomic seating in spread-squat position. Healthy hip development

FULL BUCKLE/CLICK MECHANISM
Easy and fast handling

EASY-TO-CLEAN FABRIC
Easy to clean when dirty

PADDED WAIST BELT
Comfort and carrying convenience

PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS FOR CROSSED AND PARALLEL WEARING
Freedom of choice

SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM (BUCKLE)
Easy and safe closing and opening mechanism
CARRYING POSITIONS

CARRYING
FROM NEWBORN TO TODDLER

ERGONOMIC SEATING FOR EVERY SIZE OF BABY IS ENSURED.

FRONT CARRYING

HIP CARRYING

BACK CARRYING

FRONT OUTWARD CARRYING
WHY BEYLA.TWIST?

**HEALTHY CARRYING**

In all 4 carrying positions.

**INDIVIDUAL HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT**

Individually adjustable to baby’s size and needs.

**ERGONOMIC SEATING**

With adjustable seating ring.

**SAFETY LOCK MECHANISM**

For increased carrying safety.

**PARALLEL WEARING**

With sternum strap for comfortable wearing.

**CROSSED WEARING**

For carrying convenience and weight distribution.